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Y – Consulting

We specialize in the recruitment processes, assessment and competence development of employees and creating the professional image of employers in the labor market. We prepare and conduct trainings, mainly in the field of human resources area, career management, sales and managerial skills.

Kamil Rajtarski - Business Development Manager, Human Resources Advisor, Career Consultant and Business Trainer. Specialist in creating a professional image of employees and employers. Practitioner of analyzing the level and development of employees competencies. Since 2006 he has been associated with the business consulting in the area of training and recruitment services. He has extensive experience in the specialist, managers and senior managers recruitment in many sectors across the Poland and East – Central Europe. He has also worked with several reputable firms offering projects in the field of human resource management within the organization. He manages sales and marketing areas in training and coaching company, responsible for business development, project management, marketing strategy and employer branding. He pursues independent projects of staff selection and recruitment.

Trained in psychology, pedagogy, teaching methodology and interpersonal communication skills at studies and in many additional courses. Participant of numerous conferences and dozens of training courses focused on the team management, leadership, coaching and processes of talents, projects and change management.

Actually he creates and develops strategy of Y-Consulting company. Manages projects in the field of organizational and personnel consulting. Conducts trainings in management processes, employee development, motivation, recruitment, sales and interpersonal skills based on his own scenarios, tools and exercises.

Joanna Filipiuk – sociologist specialized in labor relations and human resources area. She has experience in sales and building long relationships with customers. Participant of cycle training in human resource management and sales process management, basis of sales negotiations and communication with the customer. Currently at the Y-Consulting team she participates in consulting and recruitment projects as a Researcher-trainee, analyzing the labor market and leading the activity in social media.

In our work we focus on the presentation of candidates who present a high level of professional competences, but also way of thinking which allows for rapid integration in the new workplace. Our mission is to work in partnership both with clients and with candidates, based on mutual trust and high quality services. During the verification of candidate’s experience, skills and competencies we use several models of conducting interviews, mainly based on the criteria and competencies.

OUR CLIENT

Our client is an American corporation engaged in the production of sound and multimedia equipment. The company deals with hardware and software in production. In connection with the opening of its branch office in Poland corporation is looking for young people educated in engineering, Information Technology or comparable field to work as Embedded Tools Technician. Company is looking for highly motivated individuals for whom working with different tool chains under various operating systems in hardware close environments is fun and not a challenge.
POSITION

**Embedded Tools Technician:**

The main focus of this position is to provide technical support for our embedded processor lab. The position requires a deep knowledge about tool chains, development boards, and operating systems for processors such as ARM cores or TI DSPs.

**Essential Job Functions:**

- Maintain the development environment for diverse embedded processor platforms
- Setup hardware boards and control those via JTAG and/or network connections
- Perform measurements like run-time, code coverage etc. using simulators and/or hardware
- Validate and maintain correct behavior of SW-components via automated unit tests
- Seek to increase knowledge by attending internal and external trainings

**Teamwork & Communication:**

- Share relevant information within the project team
- Provide technical assistance to engineering teams
- Promote a positive work environment
- Practice sensitivity in working with others
- Accept input from other team members

**Education, Skills, Abilities, and Experience Required:**

- Education in Information Technology or comparable field
- 1-2 years professional experience with hard- and software tools around embedded processors
- Good English spoken and written communication skills
- C/C++ programming skills under Windows and Linux environments
- Familiar with embedded real time operating systems
- Good understanding how to solve problems on embedded hardware devices
- Knowledge of scripting languages such as Perl or Python
- Ability to meet timelines

**Company provides:**

- Working in new engineering team
- Working closely with and under supervision of local engineers in the international environment

For more information please contact:

**Kamil Rajtarski:**

Tel.: (+48) 508-466-220  
e-mail: kamil.rajtarski@y-consulting.pl

**Joanna Filipiuk:**

Tel.: (+48) 696-471-284  
e-mail: joanna.filipiuk@y-consulting.pl